


Direct Booking Summit  
Conference Day One: 12th June  
 
07:40 -
08:30 

Morning workshop  

08:00 Registration  
08:40 Chairman welcome  

 Set your focus and direction 
09:00 

PANEL 
What’s the most important investment you can make to increase direct bookings?  
 

09:40 How to maximize your return on every channel  
Unsure whether you’re getting the most for your money? Find out how and why 
you should be tracking revenue on a channel-by channel basis and adjusting your 
spend based on the guests you want to attract. Single out your highest-value 
channels and find out how to use OTAs to your advantage - but only when you need 
them. By the end of this talk you’ll know how to: 

• Analyse guest behaviour on every acquisition channel 
• Calculate and optimise your Revenue Per Guest 
• Build a distribution strategy that works in your favour. 

 Stream A:  Stream B:  
10:00 The evolution of the hotel brand: What 

comes next?  
How are the business models of the 
biggest brands changing - and what does 
that mean for European hotels? Find out 
why increasing consolidation is forcing 
brands to adapt, and hear our panel’s 
views on the blurring lines between hotel 
brands and distribution networks. 
  

The dangers of the ‘quick win’: Creating 
a long-term revenue management 
strategy  
Are short-term incentives harming your 
long-term performance? It’s time to get 
real about the benefits and 
consequences of discount schemes and 
short-term rate manipulation. In this 
session we’ll be exploring ways to look 
beyond your business’s immediate need 
to build a sustainable direct booking 
model for your hotel or hotel group. 
You’ll come away knowing: 

• How to balance short-term 
incentives with long-term 
rewards 

• The benefits and dangers of 
participating in OTA loyalty 
schemes 

• How to create a revenue 
management strategy that lasts. 

10:30 Does a true direct booking strategy 
require radical organisational change? 
Is a Chief Direct Booking Officer the 
answer? In this session, we’ll be 
questioning whether the traditional 
setup of a hotel company can 
accommodate the change needed to 
truly compete with OTAs online. Learn 
about those hotels taking radical steps to 
transform their organisation, and debate 

Create a leading ecommerce experience 
on your website 
Does your website offer a truly seamless 
experience for your guests? In this 
session, we’ll take a look at hotel 
websites in comparison with leading 
ecommerce experiences from external 
industries. You’ll find out: 

• How to ensure your payment 
systems are up to scratch 



the pros and cons of a 
compartmentalised approach to hotel 
management. 

 

• Why the perfect upsell depends 
on well-integrated tech 

• What you can do to engage 
guests from different regions. 

11:00 Coffee break 
 Drive more direct with data 

11:30 Organise and visualise your data to drive meaningful actions 
We’ve all heard of data overload. It’s time to do something about it. There’s power 
in your data - if you know where to look. Discover the potential of data visualisation 
for your revenue management strategy, and hear from the best in the field about 
how they combine data from different systems to reveal hidden insights into guest 
behaviour. Find out how to: 

• Visualise your revenue data to inform strategic decision-making 
• Combine data sources to create multi-dimensional guest profiles 
• Organise your data visually and focus on what matters. 

 Stream A:  Stream B:  
12:00 Building your guest personas with 

customer data analytics 
It’s time to maximise the return on your 
direct booking investments by focusing 
in on your ideal guest. This talk will 
explore the power of the persona - how 
it can save you money on distribution 
cost, focus your marketing efforts and 
lead to a higher rate of repeat bookings. 
You’ll discover how to: 

• Segment your customer data into 
ideal guest profiles 

• Create marketing experiences for 
each persona 

• Learn and iterate from the 
behaviour of your ideal guests. 

How to use live chat to differentiate 
your online experience 
Nobody knows your hotel better than 
you. But are you showcasing that fact to 
guests? Live chat, whether automated or 
manual, has the power to triple 
conversion rates and improve guest 
satisfaction by quickly removing pain 
points on the path to purchase. In this 
session we’re looking at: 

• How to adjust your brand voice 
for chat 

• The power of AI-assisted 
messaging 

• How the best hotels are using 
chat as a conversion tool. 

12:30 Perfection in personalisation, from your 
pricing to your website 
How do you give a truly tailored 
experience to every guest? This talk 
explores the potential for personalisation 
throughout the guest journey, and 
questions whether true personalisation 
can ever be achieved. You’ll walk away 
knowing: 

• The options available for 
personalising your rates 

• How personalisation impacts 
your Revenue per Guest 

• How to use audience 
segmentation to transform your 
website experience. 

How to build the perfect email 
marketing campaign 
What goes into a successful email? This 
hands-on workshop explores what a 
best-in-class CRM setup looks like, from 
data collection, to content creation, to 
eventual distribution. Find out 
why  database management is crucial to 
email marketing performance, and have 
your questions answered on how to 
optimise your own campaigns. 
 

 

13:00 Lunch break  
 



 Select and manage your third parties 
14:30 The truth about wholesale distribution  

Want to know what’s really going on with your wholesale rates? In this session 
we’ll be investigating the complex world of wholesale distribution and examining 
why and how so many rates are finding their way onto OTAs. Find out where your 
responsibilities lie, how you can better manage your partners and why fixing this 
problem is going to be key to your success in 2019. You’ll leave knowing how to: 

• Track and eliminate wholesale rate disparities 
• Negotiate with partners to ensure mutual success 
• Understand your wholesale landscape and choose the right partners for 

your hotel. 
 Stream A:  Stream B:  

15:00 
WORKSHOP 

Unlock the power of the Property 
Management System  
Do you feel like your PMS is holding 
you back? It’s time to explore the 
potential held in the Property 
Management System and find out how 
you can use it to power every aspect of 
your hotel operations. Discover how 
machine learning can be applied to PMS 
data to power online experiences. Our 
expert panel will explore the most 
exciting new applications of PMS data 
and take a look at those hotels taking a 
radical approach to this most essential 
of systems.  

How to build a distribution network 
that works for you  
It’s time to get into the detail of 
building a successful distribution 
network. Bring your questions for our 
expert speaker and find out how to 
manage your partners in a mutually 
constructive way. You’ll come away 
knowing how to: 

• Allocate your spend based on 
channel analysis 

• Negotiate with distributors to 
ensure results 

• Manage your partners on an 
ongoing basis. 

16:00 Coffee break  
16:30 

PANEL 
Making the most of the Chinese outbound travel boom  
Is your organisation ready to accommodate this growing sector? Discover more 
about the growing influence of outbound Chinese travel on the European hotel 
industry, and find out how to ensure your organisation is set up for success. You’ll 
learn: 

• Why alternate payment systems are crucial to conversion 
• Who you’re competing against when it comes to OTAs 
• How to adjust your distribution strategy to accommodate new guests. 

17:00 Making their problems your problems: The changing world of OTAs 
Maintaining rate parity with OTAs is crucial to conversion. So why are hotels still 
finding it so hard? In this session we’re looking at the ways OTAs are adapting in 
response to external pressures such as rock-bottom wholesale rates and the 
growth of competitive brands like Airbnb, and why that puts your parity under 
threat. Discover: 

• Why Booking.basic is just a symptom of a wider problem 
• How to re-think your approach to OTA management 
• What you can do to ensure perfect parity in 2019. 

17:30  Chairman’s closing remarks  
17:40 End of day one 
18:00 The Party  

  



Direct Booking Summit  
Conference Day Two: 13th June 
 

09:00 Morning workshop 
09:30 Registration 

 Make the most from Meta 
10:00 

PANEL 
Which metasearch engine should I invest in at my hotel? 
TripAdvisor. Google. Kayak. Skyscanner. Trivago. How are they different, and 
which is the best fit for your hotel? Hear from the metas themselves on their 
unique strategies, features and customer bases and find out what sets them apart. 
Plus, learn from the hotels that do metasearch best on how they evaluate their 
partners and ensure their brand stays strong online. You’ll come away knowing: 

• What sets each metasearch engine apart 
• Why metasearch is the battleground for direct bookings in 2019 
• How to allocate your bidding budget based on your ideal guest. 

11:00 Power your acquisition strategy with AI-driven metasearch 
In this session you’ll discover how to unlock the power of metasearch for your 
direct booking strategy with real-time bidding based on guest behaviour. Hear 
about the growth of Google Travel (and what it means for your hotel), why pre-set 
bids don’t work, and how machine learning can be used to maximise your 
metasearch ROI. You’ll discover how to: 

• Get your acquisition and conversion strategies to work hand-in-hand 
• Use on-site visitor behaviour to power metasearch bidding at scale 
• Invest your budget to see the highest return. 

 Stream A:  Stream B:  
11:30 

WORKSHOP 
Getting the most from Google Hotel 
Ads 
Overwhelmed by Google Travel’s rate 
of change? Uncertain whether you’re 
making the most of the options 
available? Join our hands-on workshop 
to learn more about managing your 
brand across every Google touchpoint. 
You’ll find out: 

• How to maximise your business 
listing 

• Where and when guests are 
interacting with your brand 

• When to let OTAs do the work 
for you, and when you should 
take control. 

Transparency in distribution: A look to 
the future of blockchain 
Questions about blockchain and the 
potential it holds for hotel distribution? 
Join us at this workshop to hear from 
those experts outside of hospitality 
who have successfully applied 
blockchain to simplify complex 
distribution chains. Discover the power 
of the distributed ledger and the 
potential it holds for solving the issue 
of unbundled wholesale rates. 

12:30 Lunch Break 
 Optimise your revenue streams 

13:30 
PANEL 

Booking engines: Trends and updates 
• What are the minimum standards for a booking engine in 2019? 
• What key characteristics should hotels be looking for in a booking engine? 
• Which features enhance and detract from the booking experience? 
• Is your booking engine working hard enough: How to maximize conversion on 
your site 
 



 
 Stream A:  Stream B:  

14:10 Maximising the potential of ancillary 
spend 
Are hotels missing out on ancillary 
revenue? Over the last decade, airlines 
have identified how much money there is 
to be made in ancillary sales and 
embraced the opportunity with open 
arms. We're still yet to see the same 
level of focus in the hotel industry - and 
hotels are potentially missing out on 
billions of dollars of revenue as a result. 
You’ll learn how to: 

• Define an upsell strategy that fits 
your brand 

• Train and incentivise your front-
of-house staff 

• Facilitate seamless upsell with 
tech solutions. 

 

Beyond influencers: Creating a brand 
experience as an independent hotel 
Discover how to create a holistic brand 
experience for your hotel. In this 
workshop you’ll learn how to develop a 
unique concept for your brand, define 
and communicate your brand story and 
compete for traffic against more 
established names. We’ll discuss: 

• Why there’s more opportunity 
than ever for boutique brands 

• How to develop and market a 
coherent hotel concept 

• Influencers: Are they worth it? 

14:40 How Search Engine Optimisation is 
changing and how you can optimise your 
performance 
Is SEO still relevant? How does Google 
decide how to rank your website? How 
do you combine your SEO, Adwords and 
GHA strategies effectively to avoid 
wasting money? Have your questions 
answered in this interactive workshop 
with an analytics expert. You’ll walk 
away knowing how to: 

• Interpret and act upon your 
website performance data 

• Avoid cannibalising your own 
traffic with wasted effort 

• Craft an SEO strategy that drives 
results. 

Making group bookings easy  
Group bookings don’t need to be painful 
for you or your guests. Reassess your 
payment system, support group chats to 
smooth out the bumps.  
 

15:10 Break 
15:30 

PANEL 
The meaning of loyalty: Creating a definition that works for your guest  
What does loyalty mean to the guest of today? In this session, our speakers will 
debate how to encourage true loyalty to a brand. Is it through offers, or 
experiences? Points, or instant rewards? Hear from the brands pushing the 
boundaries of what loyalty means, and discover what it looks like to take a truly 
guest-centric approach. 

16:10 Chairman closing summary  
16:30 End of the Summit  

 
 


